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Rödl & Partner is one of the world‘s 
largest interdisciplinary practices, 
offering legal, tax and labour 
consultancy and auditing services. 

It operates in around 50 countries 
with more than 100 own offices and a 
staff of more than 5,500 colleagues. 
In Italy, Rödl  & Partner operates in 
Milan, Rome, Padua and Bolzano. Over 
200 staff provide assistance to both 
national and international clients. The 
consultancy activity covers all areas of 
economic law, international taxation 
and labour consultancy, in addition 
to the legal audit services provided by 
Rödl & Partner Audit.
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About us – A German success story
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An international law firm

The firm‘s global expansion has gone hand in hand with the 
globalisation of its clients. Rödl & Partner operates wherever its 
clients operate. It has an extensive network of well-established 
offices and strongly interlinked professionals.

Rödl & Partner looks at the client as a whole. One single 
experienced professionalis appointed to interface and correspond 
with the client in order to address all its consultancy needs. In this 
way we combine our multi-disciplinary skills with our maximum 
expertise, offering a complete service.

Our philosophy is inspired by the entrepreneurial vision 
and international reach of our clients. It retains, however, the 
imprint of a traditional family firm, in which human factorsstill play 
a key role.
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Looking to the future

Digitalization, Industry 4.0, Smart Factory

Automation, digitalisation, interconnection and 
new technologies: Rödl & Partner is in step 
with the fourth industrial revolution and it can 
find the most suitable legal and fiscal solutions 
and instruments to help you transform your 
company into a flexible and dynamic “factory“, 
characterised by high quality and sustainable 
production.

Internationalisation

Projects related to internationalisation have 
always been one of the cornerstones of the 
activity carried out by Rödl & Partner. Thanks 
to a widespread network of global offices and 
interdisciplinary and international teams of highly 
qualified professionals, itprovidesassistance 
to companies that wish to internationalise, 
especially in those markets offering interesting 
opportunities.
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Big Data &the Internet of Things

The digitalisation of business models and the 
proliferation of clouds, mobility, social media 
and smart objects open up new scenarios for the 
collection, use and potential of huge amounts of 
data. Rödl & Partner has established a dedicated 
team to support companies in legal, fiscal and IT 
matters relating to the Internet of Things, data 
protectionand cyber security.

E-Commerce

Rödl & Partner has expertise in IT, media, 
commercial law and intellectual property and can 
combine technical and legal skillswith in-depth 
knowledge of e-commerce, communications, 
technology and regulation of the new media. 
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Big Data & the Internet of Things

E-Commerce

Big data, metadata and the Internet of Things are now the hottest 
issues in Data Privacy and IT law.

The smart devices, social media and business intelligence activities 
of each company collect and process massive amounts of data every 
day both for improvement of service and profiling, which in some 
cases might affect personal freedom. Thanks to an international 
team of skilled professionals in Data Privacy and IT, Rödl & Partner 
provides tailor made services at international level, offering in- and 
out-of-court assistance to its clients relating to: 
 – digital / social media, internet and apps, e-payments, e-health, 

e-smart devices
 – innovation-related contracts
 – the Internet of Things
 – data enrichment through third party data and social preferences
 – profiling
 – acquisition of rights, licensing and transfer of rights, cloud 

computing agreements, outsourcing, procurement, maintenance, 
software, etc.

Rödl & Partner has an international interdisciplinary team focused 
on the digital world. Lawyers and accountants provide their 
expertise in commercial, administrative and regulatory law, data 
privacy, intellectual property, advertising law and international 
taxation, combining them with an increasingly specialised 
knowledge of the regulatory framework in which web industries 
operate: fashion, design, food & beverages, electronics, advertising, 
viral e-marketing, travel and tourism, logistics, transport and 
mobility, smart cities, mobile and e-payments.
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Rödl & Partner provides assistance in the creation and management 
of e-commerce, social media and v-commerce portals. The services 
of the firm include the drafting of legal and contractual documents 
for B2B and B2C websites and for peer-to-peer trading platforms 
for goods and services, as well as auditing in the areas of data 
privacy, competition law and compliance. The firm also supports 
clients in the protection of web-based intellectual property and 
offers complete consultancy in the field of international taxation.

Rödl & Partner works with Italian and foreign institutions in 
training pertaining to the study of the legal and fiscal issues 
involved in technological innovation and in new business and 
e-commercemodels.



Digitalization, Industry 4.0, Smart Factory

Automated and interconnected industrial technologies are changing 
the way we promote, produce and distribute products. Therefore, 
specific legal and fiscal consulting is now more necessary than ever.

Rödl & Partner professionals offer assistance to companies, tech 
start-ups and SMEs in finding the most appropriate legal and 
fiscal solutions and instruments in order to create a flexible and 
dynamic “factory”, characterised by high quality and sustainable 
production. Our professionals support their clients during all stages 
of their companies’ digitalisation, from structuring contractual 
packages to identifying all applicable benefits and reductions.

Our consultants also assist clients in setting up or funding innovative 
start-ups and SMEs, supporting them in the determination of the 
various associated advantages and subsidies as well as in the 
setting up of procedures and corporate governance models.

The team also assists clients who wish to take advantage of the 
patent box and the tax credit for R&D, with a highly integrated 
approach designed to guarantee full exploitation of the 
opportunities guaranteed by national and EU legislation.
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Thanks to its extensive network of global desks and interdisci-
plinary and international teams of professionals, Rödl  &  Partner 
supports companies worldwide.

Projects related to internationalisation have always been one of 
the cornerstones of the activity carried out by Rödl & Partner, 
which assists its clients in doing business in EU countries,  
BRIC-S-T markets and emerging markets that currently offer 
interesting opportunities to entrepreneurs, most recently in the 
Gulf, sub-Saharan Africa and Iran.

The high level of expertise of our professionals, some of whom 
arequalified to provide international legal and tax assistance, is 
a guarantee. Their background includes individual specialisation 
courses and postgraduate master‘s degrees at prestigious 
universities, work experience gained in Germany, the UK and the  
US, the Gulf and sub-Saharan Africa, as well as ongoing 
collaboration with some of the most highly regarded scientific 
journals of commercial, industrial and fiscal law, in Italy and abroad.

Thanks to the Italian Desks and professionals present in the 
countries of greatest economic interest, Rödl & Partner guarantees 
in-depth analysis and monitoring of market trends, identifying 
company needs and offering a flexible, personalised service.

Internationalisation



GERMAN DESK 
Rödl & Partner is the ideal partner for Italian companies investing 
in Germany and for German-speaking companies investing in Italy. 
Since 1999 there has been a German Tax and Legal Desk in our 
Milan office, providing specific advice to clients in the field of 
cross-border trade and investment.

Bilingual (Italian / German) lawyers (Italian avvocati and German 
Rechtsanwälte) and tax advisors (Italian commercialisti and 
German Steuerberater) offer the best legal and tax support in 
cross-border business and investments, thanks to their expertise 
in both legal systems.

Furthermore, the German Desk constantly cooperates with the 
professionals of Rödl & Partner‘s offices in Germany, Austria and 
Switzerland, thus ensuring a high level of service throughout the 
German-speaking area and in all areas of legal and tax advice and 
auditing.
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AFRICA DESK 
The Africa Desk offers support to companies interested in entering 
the African market. The focus areas are countries in sub-Saharan 
Africa – unexplored territory for European companies with 
excellent opportunities for products and services in numerous 
industries. The offices in South Africa, Ethiopia and Kenya also 
advise our clients on other locations with good short and long-term 
development prospects, including Nigeria, Ghana, Mozambique 
and Angola.
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USA DESK
In 2001 Rödl & Partner opened in the United States as the first 
German firm of its kind there. The first office was set up in Atlanta 
(Georgia) together with the already well-established professional 
services firm Langford de Kock LLP. Since then, additional offices 
have been opened in Birmingham, Charlotte (North Carolina), 
Chicago (Illinois), Greenville (South Carolina), New York (New York) 
and Houston (Texas). The bridge between Italy and the United States 
has been consolidated in subsequent years, with the presence 
at the Italian and US offices of professionals qualified to work in 
both countries, providing consultancy in all phases of a company‘s 
internationalisation process (from strategic planning, to the 
negotiation and drafting of preliminary agreements to contractual 
and corporate consultancy for project implementation), legal and 
arbitration assistance, in the areas of civil law, commercial law, 
company law, unfair competition, product liability and intellectual 
property.
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The services we provide to support 
your business

LEGAL SERVICES
 – M&A, private equity and venture capital
 – Consultancy and labour law
 – Privacy law
 – Industrial and intellectual property
 – Consultancy in administrative law
 – Litigation and arbitration
 – Bankruptcy law and credit protection
 – Law 231 and CSR Compliance
 – Commercial contracts
 – Food law
 – Pharmaceutical law
 – Corporate law
 – Restructuring
 – Consultancy&business development
 – Competition law

TAX SERVICES
 – Tax audits, pre-litigation and tax litigation
 – Extraordinary transactions
 – Group taxation
 – International tax planning
 – Indirect tax
 – Expatriate taxation 
 – Project financing
 – Transfer pricing
 – Taxation of the real estate sector 

BUSINESS PROCESS OUTSOURCING
 – Outsourcing services
 – Administrative outsourcing
 – Payroll outsourcing

AUDIT
 – Legal auditing
 – Auditingand special assignments
 – Voluntary audits
 – Accounting and reporting
 – Audit-related activities
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M&A,PRIVATE EQUITY ANDVENTURE CAPITAL
Rödl & Partner assists clients in merger & acquisition and cross 
border transactions. Rödl & Partner also assists investment 
funds and companies in private equity, venture capital, real 
estate and project finance transactions, supporting clients in all 
phases of due diligence, negotiation and drafting of investment 
agreementsand all related contracts (call & put options, stock 
option plans, loan agreements, collateral deeds, etc.).

LABOUR LAW AND LABOUR CONSULTANCY
Our interdisciplinary team, consisting of labour lawyers and 
consultants, provides comprehensive assistance to companies on 
all matters relating to the management of employment relationships 
and personnel. Our professionals have accrued consolidated 
expertise in all areas of labour law and labour consultanct and are 
thus able to provide day-by-day assistance in contract and payroll 
matters, as well as support in trade union negotiations and disputes.

PRIVACY LAW
Thanks to our specialised professionals (who are also certified 
as European Privacy Officers and Auditors according to the 
2008 international ISO / IEC 17024 standard and the 2015 ISDP 
10003 scheme, Rödl & Partner provides tailored international 
data protection services. Through an international team of 
experienced Privacy professionals, Rödl & Partner is able to 
provide highly qualified assistance in 69 countries, assisting 
clients in understanding and complying with local regulations 
and EU (Privacy) Regulation 2016 / 679.When clients contact 
Rödl  &  Partner, they are referred to one of our professionals from 
the International Data Protection Team, who identifies the client’s 
needs and provide comprehensive, global assistance. The Data 
Protection Department offers specialised advice on Privacy and 
Data Protection as well as assistance to clients in all areas of 
privacy (applicable law, profiling, marketing, video surveillance, 
appointments, geo-localisation), in contracts and in- andout-of-
court proceedings.

Legal services
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With adoption of the General Data Protection Regulation on May 25, 
2018, which entered into force on, our Data Protection Department 
has developed an innovative method of implementation and offers 
clients Privacy Assessment, Remediation and Implementation 
Maintenance services in line with the GDPR.
  

INDUSTRIAL AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
The Industrial and Intellectual Property team assists Italian 
and international clients in all disputes, both ordinary and 
precautionary, concerning the validity and protection of intellectual 
property rights and copyright as well as in disputes concerning 
improper or unauthorised use and unfair competition before civil 
and administrative courts.

The intellectual property rights most at issue are trademarks, 
patents (in particular pharmaceutical patents), models, designs 
and utility models, geographical indications and confidential 
information.

The Department has developed particular expertise in legal 
assistance relating to online counterfeiting or piracy. In the 
extrajudicial field, the firm provides assistance in drafting 
contracts relating to the transfer and licensing of IP rights, in 
relation to activation and production agreements, distribution and 
sponsorship agreements, as well as in drafting website terms and 
conditions of use.
 

CONSULTANCY IN ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 
Administrative law is an increasingly strategicand complex area of 
law and economics. Rödl & Partner avails itself of professionals 
from the most prestigious Italian universities, highly qualified to 
assist clients in the field of administrative law, which is considered 
crucial for corporate operations.
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The Department offers its clients advice in all areas of 
administrative law, including:
 – Building and town planning
 – The environment
 – Public contracts
 – Public and private partnerships
 – Energy, utilities and energy efficiency
 – Trade
 – Telecommunications
 – Gaming and betting

These administrative law professionals have also accrued 
significant experience in the fields of (i) litigation, representing 
clients before the Regional Administrative Courts, the Council of 
State and the Constitutional Court; (ii) out-of-court proceedings, 
providing assistance in administrative procedures before public 
administration bodies and independent authorities (e.g. AEEGSI, 
ANAC, AGCM, AGCOM).

Rödl & Partner Administrative Law Department welcomes the 
challenges presented by new national and European trends 
that affect companies and has developed significant know-
how in issues related to the Smart City landscape, providing the 
necessary support for the design and construction of new smart 
and interconnected cities also to public administrations.

LITIGATION AND ARBITRATION
Rödl & Partner has extensive experience in litigation, both in the 
civil courts and before arbitration boards. The firm‘s lawyers assist 
clients in civil, commercial, administrative and tax disputes at all 
levels, including proceedings before the Court of Cassation and 
the European Court of Justice. The firm has developed outstanding 
expertise in the following areas:
 – Company law: directorliability actions, appeals against 

resolutions and financial statements; the conclusion, 
execution, interpretation or breach of shareholders‘ 
agreements, investment agreements, call & put option 
agreements, the interpretation of statutory clauses and the 
exercise of shareholders‘ rights, etc.
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 – Commercial law: proceedings regarding the conclusion, 
execution, interpretation or breach of typical and atypical 
contracts governed by Italian or foreign law

 –  IP and competition law: precautionary and substantive actions 
on unfair competition, antitrust proceedings, trademark and 
patent litigation and copyright infringement litigation

 – Civil cases concerning press libel
 – Civil proceedings in insurance matters
 – Labour law: disputes relating to individual and collective 

dismissal, corporate reorganization and restructuring
 – Tax law
 – Administrative law
 – Bankruptcy law
 – Debt recovery

The firm has also acquired significant expertise in out-of-
court negotiations and alternative dispute resolution. Several 
Rödl  &  Partner lawyers have served as advocates and arbitrators 
in national and international arbitration proceedings.

BANKRUPTCY LAW AND CREDIT PROTECTION
Rödl & Partner has a team of professionals who are specialised 
in crisis management, since prevention measures and early action 
are crucial strategic factors. The firm‘s global presence makes it 
possible to assist clients both nationally and internationally.

Our professionals provide advisory services in the area of credit 
protection, offering ongoing and flexible 
support andfocussing on constantly 
safeguarding the client’s interests.

Rödl & Partner assists client companies in all 
aspects of the crisis, in corporate restructuring 
operations, and offers 360° assistance in all 
phases of bankruptcy procedures. Thanks to 
its interdisciplinary and multilingual teams, 
Rödl & Partner provides its clients with 
comprehensive consultancy services.
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COMPLIANCE WITH LEGISLATIVE DECREE 231 
AND CSR 
Rödl & Partner assists companies and Groups, in the implementation 
of Management and Control Organisational Models pursuant to 
Legislative Decree 231 / 2001, through a risk assessment of sensitive 
activities and an analysis of compliance of business processes.

Rödl & Partner has also set up a team dedicated to corporate 
sustainability and corporate social responsibility that supports 
companies and large Groups in the production of corporate 
social responsibility reports, sustainability reports and codes of 
ethics in compliance with both EUlegislation on corporate social 
responsibility (in particular, EU Directive 95 / 2014) and Legislative 
Decree 254 / 2016.

COMMERCIAL CONTRACTS
Rödl & Partner has acquired significant experience in the drafting 
of all standard and non-standard contracts commonly used in 
national and international commercial practice, assisting clients 
in the negotiation and signing of agreements of considerable 
complexity in various business sectors, including those of energy, 
construction, e-commerce, components, pharmaceuticals, the 
automotive industry, fashion and food.

FOOD LAW
Rödl & Partner provides legal assistance and advice to national  
and international companies operating in the food sector with regard 
to all legal issues relating to the design, development, production, 
marketing and advertising of food and beverage products, product 
design, development, production and marketing. We integrate our 
global experience, specialist knowledge in EU and international 
law and comparative law expertise in legal matters by developing 
innovative solutions for clients. Rödl & Partner offers extensive 
knowledge and supports food companies in the development of 
flexible business solutions and strategies.
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PHARMACEUTICAL LAW
Legislation on medicinal products for human and veterinary use, 
as well as on medical devices, is largely standardised at EU level. 
In particular, product classification, preparation, authorisation, 
registration, labelling, advertising, quality, distribution and 
monitoring are regulated. In order to avoid sanctions and the 
consequent corporate liability or, in any case, to reduce the risk, 
companies in the pharmaceutical and medical device sector are 
required to ensure compliance with these standards through 
continuous monitoring by experts and the application of internal 
rules and procedures.

Rödl & Partner supports national and international companies 
in the pharmaceutical and medical device sector in product-
related regulatory issues, representing them before national 
and EU authorities and institutions, defending them in criminal 
proceedings and before the administrative courts. It also assists 
them in matters related to competition law and intellectual 
property law.

CORPORATE LAW
The firm provides advice on company law in relation to:
 – The incorporationof commercial companies, cooperatives, 

associations and foundations, banks, financial intermediaries, 
asset management companies and investment funds

 – The drafting of articles of association, by-lawsand 
shareholders‘ agreements

 – Corporate governance
 – The drafting of organisational models of management and 

control pursuant to Legislative Decree 231/2001
 – Corporate Reorganisation
 – The preparation and drafting of stock option plans
 – Relations with CONSOB, the Italian Antitrust Authority and the 

Bank of Italy
 – Assistance in arbitration and civil proceedings under company 

law

The firm has also gained extensive expertise in corporate, tax and 
transfer pricing issues.



RESTRUCTURING
Our lawyers and accountants have acquired considerable 
experience in the field of corporate reorganisation and debt 
restructuring, assisting clients (both banks and loan companies) 
in important transactions in this field, as well as being appointed 
by the Courts with territorial jurisdiction over the proceedings. 
In particular, we focus on designing alternative solutions to 
bankruptcy, through agreements pursuant to art. 67, Finance Law, 
debt restructuring agreements pursuant to art. 182 bis , Finance 
Law, preventive agreements and tax transactions pursuant to 
art. 182 ter, Finance Law. In this sector, the firm usually works in 
collaboration with financial advisors and, where necessary, with 
lawyers specialised in criminal law.

CONSULTANCY& BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
The Consultancy & BD team provides companies with consultancy 
and supportin their internationalisation processes in emerging 
markets. The team provides tailor made solutions based on the 
client company’s expansion project, from both the commercial and 
and the technical, legal and fiscal perspectives of the business 
development. Rödl & Partner assists clients through a vast 
network of correspondents with whom the firm has been working 
for years, covering all phases of the internationalisation process: 
market / sector research, scouting for opportunities, finding 
distributors, importersand local partners, export development, 
consultancy in the implementation of investments and more 
permanent forms of presence in the target country.

Rödl & Partner also has an innovative commercial development 
service that allows the client company to operate in a foreign 
market without the need for permanent local staff and without the 
risk and costs associated with the creation of its own branch or 
sales network. The service involves the recruitment, training and 
coordination of a local sales expert tasked with developing the 
business on behalf of the customer for a specific time and with 
shared objectives.
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COMPETITION LAW
Competition law plays a key role in business, trade and 
international contract law. Rödl & Partnerprofessionals, specialised 
in competition law, offer assistance in antitrust matters both at 
European and national level to companies operating in various 
sectors of the economyin particular the food and pharmaceutical 
industries. Antitrust issues are also examined and evaluated in the 
context of the drafting of commercial contracts, of providing legal 
advice in the implementation of distribution channels and of the 
structuring of merger and acquisition transactions. In addition, 
specific expertise has been developed in training our clients to 
avoid antitrust problems. The firm also offers assistance in liaising 
with national and EU authorities and represents clients before the 
Antitrust Authority, the Italian ordinary and administrative courts 
and the European Commission.
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TAX AUDITS, PRE-LITIGATION AND TAX 
LITIGATION
The firm‘s tax department provides all-round support in the 
event of tax audits and client assistance and representation 
before the Tax Administration authorities. Our professionals can 
provide assistance in all phases of pre-litigation (self-protection, 
suspension of tax orders, tax settlement proposals). The firm 
also has consolidated experience in assisting and representing 
clients in all tax proceedings before the provincial and regional tax 
commissions and the Court of Cassation.

EXTRAORDINARY TRANSACTIONS
Our professionals assist clients in (direct and indirect) tax issues 
relating to all types of extraordinary transactions:
 – Acquisitions, mergers, divisions, transfers of businesses and 

shareholdings
 – Management and leveraged buy-outs
 – Joint ventures and partnerships
 – Transfers of head offices

The firm, in particular, offers assistance in corporate reorganisation, 
corporate and tax structure optimisation, pre-acquisition fiscal 
and financial and vendor due diligence. Our direct presence in 
many countries allows usto easily manage extraordinary cross-
border transactions by providing – and coordinating – tax and legal 
assistance abroad.

GROUP TAXATION
The firm has significant experience in the tax planning and fiscal 
management of multinational groups. Rödl & Partner deals with 
the optimisation of group taxation and related obligations (such 
as the preparation of tax consolidation for both direct and indirect 
taxes).

Tax services
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INTERNATIONAL TAX PLANNING
Cross-border transactions present unique tax challenges. 
Businesses and entrepreneurs operating internationally find that 
compliance with increasingly complex tax regulations requires 
not only in-depth and up-to-date knowledge of local rules, but 
also close cooperation between tax professionals in different 
jurisdictions. Thanks to its global network and experienced 
international tax professionals, Rödl & Partner provides 
international tax services that meet the cross-border needs of 
a broad and diversified customer base. Italian professionals are 
members of the Rödl  &  Partner International Taxation Group and 
work closely with their colleagues throughout the world to provide 
pragmatic solutions tailored to the needs of their clients, such 
as the definition of tax strategies, optimisation of income flows, 
design of financial treasury structures, optimisation of holding 
company structures, formation of trusts, analysis of transactions 
and shareholdings involving countries with preferential tax 
regimes, application of double taxation conventions, international 
rulings, etc.

INDIRECT TAX (VAT, INTERNATIONAL VAT AND 
CUSTOMS DUTIES)
Value added tax (VAT) is a complex and constantly evolving tax. 
Transactions, both domestic and cross-border, present many 
challenges. Italian professionals, members of the Rödl  &  Partner 
International VAT Group, are qualified to effectively help clients in 
all cross-border transactions, offering services such as the analysis 
of new and complex transactions and supplies, identification of 
risk areas for existing and future transactions, execution of VAT 
registration procedures in Italy and abroad (tax representation, 
direct identification), execution of VAT refund requests in 
accordance with EU Directives in all EU Member States and in 
those countries with which reciprocal agreements have been 
signed, assistance in VAT and customs checks carried out by the 
competent tax authorities, resolutions of inquiry and the drafting 
of professional opinions, sustainable planning for indirect taxes, 
assistance in managing customs declarations, etc.
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EXPATRIATE TAXATION
Taxation is one of the most complex issues when it comes to cross-
border transfers of labour, both for employees and businesses. 
Rödl  &  Partner works with a team of international experts, 
providing its services to a wide range of clients, with the aim of 
minimising tax burdens and risks, so that the transfer of employees 
abroad is as simple as possible. Using a proactive and practical 
approach, our professionals provide all the services necessary to 
manage the transfer of employees, such as assisting companies in 
preparing the necessary forms and payment calculations in each 
jurisdiction and in relation to compliance activities, the setting up 
of intercompany cross-border contracts, the planning of salary 
packages with a view to their tax and social security efficiency, the 
preparation and control of policies relating to expatriates on the 
basis of internal and international best practices, as well as the 
preparation of tax returns.

PROJECT FINANCING
Rödl & Partner has established a team of professionals dedicated 
to project finance, combining all the necessary legal and tax skills.

The client receives support in the preparation of its financial 
economic plan, particular attention being paid to the critical fiscal 
and accounting issues involved in the operation, in economic-
financial evaluation of the project, and analysis and resolution of 
all specific tax and accounting issues which may arises during the 
procedure. Our professionals also offer assistance in the drafting 
and negotiation of project finance contracts.
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TRANSFER PRICING
Rödl & Partner has set up a Transfer Pricing Service Line with 
transfer pricing specialists in more than 30 countries.

Through the Transfer Pricing Service Line we individually support 
internationally active clients on a global scale in the structuring, 
documentation and defense of cross-border transactions as well 
as in other transfer pricing issues (e.g. Patent Box, evaluation of 
intangible assets, issues related to permanent establishments).

Transnational coordination on transfer pricing concepts and values 
related to the principle of free competition is essential in order to 
increase the security of transfer pricing systems. For this reason, 
we work closely with colleagues from all over the world. We also 
actively monitor and analyse local and international developments 
in this matter.

TAXATION OF THE REAL ESTATE SECTOR
The Firm has significant experience in the Real Estate sector, 
dealing with all tax aspects of transactions involving real estate 
portfolios.

Rödl & Partner, with its experienced lawyers, provides tax advice 
and assistance to all types of investors (individuals, companies, 
real estate investment funds in Italy and abroad).

The firm has developed specific skills in the structuring of 
operations involved in the purchase and disposal of commercial, 
residential or industrial real estate portfolios using the most 
efficient tax structures.



OUTSOURCING SERVICES
The Business Process Outsourcing departments offer clients 
the possibility of outsourcing the management of specific 
administrative and / or accounting areas along with labour 
consulting to an experienced partner.

Our outsourcing services are designed to meet our clients’ 
needs, from the simplest to the most complex issues. In the case 
of international clients, attention is also paid to the specific 
requirements of the multinational Group to which they belong.

ADMINISTRATIVE OUTSOURCING
Our clients often prefer to focus on their core business and entrust 
us with the complete management of the following administrative 
and accounting processes:
 – General and analytical accounts
 – Computerised asset management
 – Treasury management (e.g. client and supplier due dates, 

withholding tax, VAT)
 – Debt collection procedures
 – Drafting of financial and economic reportsfor the management 

or for the parent company
 – Preparation of financial statements

The accounting process uses various advanced multilingual 
software packages (AD HOC, DATEV, SAP R3, ORACLE), which 
allow the processing of data which is also useful for operational 
management. We study and implement the automation of 
elementary and repetitive operations, thus handling a high number 
of operations with an optimal use of resources.

Clients can access their own personal data online at any time 
and view and print out the accounting data. Reports and balance 
sheets are also prepared in either English orGerman, according to 
client needs. 
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Business Process Outsourcing



PAYROLL OUTSOURCING
Many businesses choose to outsource the management of their HR 
function, thus being able to reallocate their resources to other tasks. 

Rödl & Partner Labour Consulting offers the following services 
to companies that already rely or intend to rely on this service, 
regardless of the market sector they belong to or the collective 
bargaining agreement adopted:
 – Administration and management of employees and para 

subordinate staff
 – Processing of pay slips and related forms
 – Attendance management
 – Fiscal assistance in the preparation of the 
 – Model 730 tax return.

All activities are carried out by expert personnel, if requested, in 
two languages, using Zucchetti software.
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LEGAL AUDITING
Our auditing company has a team of Italian and German statutory 
auditors and assistant statutory auditors with many years of 
experience in auditing the financial statements of companies from 
different sectors and of different sizes. Our very flexible structure 
allows us to set up ad hoc teams designed to meet the client’s 
characteristics and needs.

Quality, responsibility, integrity, independence and objectivity 
are the values on which the work of our professionalsis based. 
They adopt International standards on Auditing (ISA) and use 
an approach based on an in-depth understanding of business 
processes, the environment in which the company operates and the 
main areas of risk. The result is an auditing process that is extremely 
efficient, but above all effective in terms of communication. We 
produce rich documentation containing valuable suggestions for 
shareholders, directors, CFOs and controllers, the personnel involved 
in the preparation of financial reporting and for internal auditors.

The international nature of our team and its integration with legal, 
tax and employment consultants make us a unique partner, able to 
respond to the client‘s global support needs with regard to:
 – Assessment of the regular management of the accounting 

system and of the correct preparation of financial statements 
and their attachments

 – Evaluation of management declarations (Management report
 – Consulting services and business analysis
 – Obligation to report irregularities and violations or events and 

actions that may damage the company
 – Assessment of the company’s actual financial position

AUDITING AND SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS
 – Auditing of statutory and consolidated financial  

statements pursuant to art. 2409-bis Italian Civil Code
 – Auditing and certification of financial plans drawn up in a 

crisis situation pursuant to articles 67, 160 and 182 Italian  
Civil Code (ISAE 3400)

 – Certification of cost statements for the purposes of  
obtaining public funds

Auditing
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 – Representation on Boards of Statutory Auditors and 
appointment of sole auditors

 – Periodic auditing of company accounts

VOLUNTARY AUDITS
 – Full Audit and Limited Review of Financial Statements and 

other Financial Information
 – Agreed Upon Procedures (audit procedures agreed with  

the client)
 – Auditing of interim financial statements for internal and 

external information purposes

ACCOUNTING AND REPORTING
 – Assistance in transition to international accounting  

standards – IFRS
 – Assistance in implementation of accounting software programs
 – Design and evaluation of accounting plans, procedures  

and manuals
 – Design, implementation and optimization of reporting  

systems and budgets
 – Assistance in solving technical accounting problems
 – Assistance in drafting financial statements (ISRS 4400)

AUDIT-RELATED ACTIVITIES
 – Company evaluation, intangible assets and impairment assets
 – Purchase price allocation
 – Verification of breaches of contract and of contractual price 

revision clauses 
 – Dealroom Due Diligence: economic-financial, accounting, 

fiscal
 – Audits of suspected irregularities and fraud 
 – Verification or editing of Consolidation Packages
 – Study and evaluation of the internal control system
 – Verification of administrative liability procedures pursuant  

to Legislative Decree 231 / 2001



Industries

 – Energy
 – Food & Beverages
 – Life Sciences & Healthcare
 – Fashion & Luxury
 – Real Estate & Infrastructures
 – Banking & Finance
 – Automotive & Machinery
 – Travel & Leisure
 – Services
 – Cryptocurrencies & Blockchain Technology
 – Sport
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ENERGY
Rödl & Partner was one of the first European law firms to offer 
professional services to the renewable energy sector. Once a 
pioneer, the firm has developed into a leader in this field, making 
energy one of its areas of greatest expertise. Our legal and tax 
advisors assist major international players, as well as financial 
institutions, in the construction, acquisition and sale of plants 
and projects in various countries. In Italy, Rödl & Partner is the 
lead advisor for major European projects in the energy and 
renewable energy sectors. Over time, the firm has pioneered the 
implementation and management of new international projects, 
the use of new means of investment and dedicated funds. A 
team of professionals is ready to assist clients in seising the 
opportunities and assessing the risks associated with all the legal, 
fiscal and financial aspects of energy. Our professionals assist 
clients in obtaining the necessary authorizations for construction 
of the plants and in preparing a business & financial plan. They 
review contracts, conduct due diligence activities and assist and 
represent clients in the event of disputes before the Administrative 
Courts.

FOOD & BEVERAGE 
Rödl & Partner professionals have extensive expertise and a proven 
track record in assisting companies in the food industry. Our teams 
offer a wide range of consultancy services, supporting companies 
both in the management of the production chain, offering support 
with regard to regulatory issues, contracts, antitrust legislation, 
and in the management of the business, particular attention being 
paid to aspects relating to the labelling and marketing of products 
and brand protection.
Thanks to its diversified skills, the firm’s assistance to food 
companies also extends to the M&A sector, where Rödl & Partner 
brings together global experience, expertise in the management 
of operations and transactions and a thorough knowledge of the 
peculiarities of the Food & Beverage sector, offering customers a 
highly specialized and tailor-made service.



LIFE SCIENCE & HEALTHCARE 
Rödl & Partner is well versed in the healthcare, chemical and 
pharmaceutical industries. We have established a interdisciplinary 
team that combines legal and fiscal expertise with knowledge 
of the pharmaceutical market, biotechnology, and healthcare 
in general. With 20 years‘ experience in the sector, we are able 
to anticipate regulatory and contractual issues in the context of 
corporate investment and finance, competition, brand protection, 
digital transformation and strategy.

FASHION & LUXURY 
Thanks to a interdisciplinary international team of lawyers and 
accountants, Rödl & Partner provides assistance to companies 
operating in the fashion and design sector, as well as to industry 
associations, fashion bloggers and influencers.

Our approach provides customers at all level of the fashion chain 
with assistance in the drafting of supply and subcontracting 
agreements, exhibition space rental, the creation of exhibition 
corners in department stores at a contractual level, franchising 
agreements, contracts for the transfer of brand ownership and 
brand licensing agreements, as well as on issues ranging from 
product development to patenting, brand protection, production, 
marketing and sponsorship, also online.

Rödl & Partner‘s team of professionals assists companies in all 
litigation before all courts and arbitration boards.
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REAL ESTATE & INFRASTRUCTURES 
Rödl & Partner has accrued extensive experience in assisting 
funds, investment companies, global service operators, industrial 
and banking operators, both Italian and foreign, in transactions 
involving the purchase, management and disposal of real estate. 
Thanks to its multidisciplinary nature, the firm provides assistance 
to clients in all areas, ranging from fiscal and financial planning 
to due diligence evaluation, and the drafting and negotiation of 
contracts to assistance in corporate and banking transactions.
The interdisciplinary and integrated services we provide extend 
beyond the conclusion of the individual transaction to become a 
part of the daily and ongoing management of our client’s assets. 
The experience accrued has led Rödl &Partner to develop and set 
up a specific Property Management service line.

BANKING & FINANCE 
Rödl & Partner provides legal assistance to companies, banks 
and credit institutions in connection with acquisition finance, 
project finance, real estate finance, corporate loans and other 
finance operations. In this context, the firm assists clients both in 
the structuring of the finance transaction and in the negotiation 
and drafting of financing documents, collateral documentation 
and other financial documents. The firm also has significant 
experience and expertise in the regulation of banking activities 
and the activities of financial intermediaries.

AUTOMOTIVE & MACHINERY
With dedicated, international teams, Rödl & Partner provides 
assistance to automotive industry leaders, nationally and globally, 
to meet the needs of itsclientswherever they operate. In order 
to cope with a rapidly changing market, follow its developments 
and anticipate new trends, companies need the support of an 
experienced partner: our professionals have worked in this field 
for 20 years and are ready to provide clients with assistance at any 
stage of the growth and development of the business.
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TRAVEL & LEISURE
Rödl & Partner professionals assist Travel & Leisure companies 
nationally, internationally on all legal and tax issues specific to the 
sector: investments and divestments, management franchising and 
outsourcing contracts. Our clients are international, regional and 
national hotel groups; resorts and operators of sports and leisure 
facilities. We also represent online gaming and betting companies. 
Thanks to many years of experience we are able to offer assistance 
to investors, developers, owners and managers, supporting them 
in their work and helping them to seise opportunities to develop 
their business.
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CONSULTANCY AND SERVICES
The Consultancy and Services sector is increasingly expanding. 
Our professionals offer assistance regarding contracts, real estate, 
litigation and internationalisation processes. We offer these 
companies 360-degree support throughout their life cycle, thanks 
to our fully integrated and international teams all around the world.

CRYPTOCURRENCIES AND BLOCKCHAIN
Given the recent growth of the crypto-currency and blockchain 
technology sector and the expected regulatory developments in 
this area, Rödl & Partner has launched a research and legislative 
monitoring activity relating to these new technologies, setting up 
an ad hoc interdisciplinary team, in order to study the phenomenon 
from a legal, economic and fiscal standpoint in countries where 
cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology have attracted most 
interest (including the US, Germany, China, Canada, Singapore, 
South Korea, Italy and others). The firm aims to provide assistance 
to operators in the sector and users of these technologie, in terms 
of compliance with regulations in different countries, contractual 
protection and possible assistance and legal protection.
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SPORT
Globally, the sports industry is worth more than USD 600 billion, 
growing 7 % on average on a year-on-year basis. There is expected 
to be a further growth trend in the future. This global business 
involves governments, federations, associations, sports clubs, 
sponsors, athletes and all other bodies engaged in the production 
of assets and in the provision of related services. Sport is not only 
a noble passion, but a true industry characterised by high levels of 
competition and game rules that make every match increasingly 
risky, complex and global. A huge challenge, where every individual 
sports initiative needs to be supported by technical skills – both 
sector specific and comprehensive – and managerial skills that 
reflect other entrepreneurial activity.

Rödl & Partner Sports Department rises to these challenges 
through a dedicated team of experts composed of lawyers, certified 
accountants, tax experts and strategic consultants who provide 
fully integrated and highly qualified legal and fiscal advisory 
services specific to the sports industry. With implementation 
of the One Stop Shop model applied to the sports business, 
Rödl  &  Partner becomes the reference point for institutional 
bodies, associations, sports clubs, athletes, sponsors, companies 
and investors and provides assistance in the management of both 
ordinary and extraordinary operations. A interdisciplinary team, 
of an international nature and with sector specific skills, is made 
available to clients so that tailormade solutions may be developed 
to ensure the achievement of objectives all over the world.



MILAN
Largo Donegani 2
I-20121 Milan

T +39 02 6328 841 
milano@roedl.com 
 

 
RÖDL & PARTNER AUDIT SRL
Largo Donegani 2
I-20121 Milan

T +39 02 6328 841
audit@roedl.com
 

LABOUR CONSULTING
Largo Donegani 2
I-20121 Milan

T +39 02 6328 8403
labour.consulting@roedl.com

 

ROME
Piazza S. Anastasia 7
I-00186 Rome

T +39 06 9670 1270
roma@roedl.com

PADUA
Via Francesco Rismondo 2 / E 
I-35131 Padova

T +39 049 8046 911
padova@roedl.com

BOLZANO
PiazzaWalther-von-der-Vogelweide 8 
I-39100 Bolzano

T +39 0471 1943 200
bozen@roedl.com
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Our offices in ItalyMilan

Padua

Bolzano

Rome

Contact
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Rödl & Partner worldwide
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Rödl & Partner worldwide

AUSTRIA · AZERBAIJAN · BELARUS · BRAZIL · BULGARIA · CHINA · CROATIA ·
CYPRUS · CZECH REPUBLIC · DENMARK · ESTONIA · FINLAND · FRANCE · 
GEORGIA · GERMANY · HONG KONG · HUNGARY · INDIA · INDONESIA · ITALY · 
KAZAKHSTAN · KENYA · LATVIA · LITHUANIA · MALAYSIA · MEXICO ·  
MYANMAR · NORWAY · PHILIPPINES · POLAND · PORTUGAL · ROMANIA ·
SAUDI ARABIA · SERBIA · SINGAPORE · SLOVAKIA · SLOVENIA · SPAIN · SOUTH 
AFRICA · SWEDEN · SWITZERLAND · THAILAND · TURKEY · UKRAINE · 
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES · UNITED KINGDOM · USA · UZBEKISTAN · VIETNAM 
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